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Studies in Philology 2015-02-05

linguistics literature and cultural studies are the three main research areas within philology scientific production such as conferences and journals
has tended towards specialization and has been traditionally classified according to separate disciplines and languages however this volume offers a
holistic view of the wide area of philology therefore allowing the permeability of the three areas mentioned above as such this book shows that
the line that separates linguistics literature and cultural studies is actually very thin this volume is composed of a miscellanea of philological studies
dealing with various trends in modern language research it looks at three languages in particular spanish english and french with a special
relevance to the first two

Three philological studies 1963

reprint of the original first published in 1857

Philological Studies with English Illustrations 1857

comparative philology was one of the most prolific fields of knowledge in the humanities during the 19th century based on the discovery of the
indo european language family it seemed to admit the reconstruction of a common history of european languages and even mythologies literatures
and people however it also represented a way to establish geographies of belonging and difference in the context of 19th century nation building
and identity politics in spite of a widely acknowledged consensus about the principles and methods of comparative philology the results depended
on local conditions and practices if scandinavians were considered to be germanic or not for example was up to identity politics that differed in
berlin strasbourg copenhagen and paris the contributors here elaborate these dynamics through analyses of the changing and conflicting versions
of imaginative geographies that the actors of comparative philology evoked by using scandinavian literatures and cultures they also show how
these seemingly delocalized scientific models depended on ever different local needs and practices through this the book represents the first
distinctly transnational dynamic geography and history of the philological knowledge of the north not only as a history of a scientific discourse but
also as a result of doing and performing scientific work



Philological Inquiries 1781

no detailed description available for english verse

Philological Inquiries 1781

this substantial volume comprises almost fifty semitic and assyrological studies dedicated to pelio fronzaroli professor of semitic philology at the
university of florence written by colleagues and pupils

Philological Studies 1857

this volume offers a wide ranging overview of the 16th 18th century disputation culture in various european regions its focus is on printed
disputations as a polyvalent media form which brings together many of the elements that contributed to the cultural and scientific changes during
the early modern period

Philological Studies with English Illustrations 2023-10-09

beginning with v 31 the proceedings and papers of the philological association of the pacific coast are included

Epitomes of Three Sciences 1890

azuma old japanese is an areal term for the two major dialects of eastern azuma japan during the eighth century eastern old japanese and töpo
suruga old japanese this volume is an exhaustive comparative reference grammar based on the linguistic data contained in the man yōshū poetic
anthology 759 ce it contains chapters dedicated to the different lexical categories the lexicon the phonology and the historical development this
volume serves to fill the last remaining gap in english language scholarship on the grammar of premodern japanese dialects and significantly
contributes to our understanding of the historical development of the earliest attested japanese dialects it also contains an extensive reconstruction



of proto japanese

Geographies of Knowledge and Imagination in 19th Century Philological Research on Northern
Europe 2017-08-21

the chinese educational mission was one of the earliest efforts at educational modernization in china as part of the self strengthening movement
the qing government sent 120 students to new england to live and study for a decade before they were abruptly summoned home to china in
1881 this book based upon extensive research in local archives and newspapers focuses on the experiences of the students during their nine year
stay in the united states historians of modern china will find this book highly relevant because of its detailed account of one of the major projects of
the self strengthening movement to date there are at most two credible studies in english and chinese on the chinese educational mission both are
deficient in source citation and tend to dwell on the students experiences after their return to china rather than during their stay in america this
volume will also appeal to specialists in asian american studies for its comparing and contrasting the experiences of the chinese students with those
of other chinese in the united states during a period of rising anti chinese sentiment which culminated in the enactment of chinese exclusion in
1882 this book offers a slightly different perspective than most other works on the nature of the anti chinese movement which may have been
more class based rather than race based the compare and contrast of students from china with those from japan which also sent large numbers of
students to new england at roughly the same period of time will be of interest to east asian comparative historians as well edward j m rhoadsis a
professor emeretus in history at the university of texas at austin he is the author ofchina s republican revolution the case of kwangtung 1895
1913andmanchus and han ethnic relations and political power in late qing and early republican china 1861 1928 rhoads has meticulously
constructed the individual and collective histories of the 120 young men and boys sent by a beleaguered late qing government to live and acquire
english and western knowledge in white new england families schools and universities as the vanguard of legions of chinese students who have
studied in the u s since and as contemporaries of the far more numerous chinese coolies whose paths they never crossed this compelling study
adds a surprising new chapter to early asian american history evelyn hu dehart professor of history and ethnic studies director center for the
study of race and ethnicity in america brown university



Shinagaku Kenkyu 1981

this is a new release of the original 1890 edition

����� 1981

this is a linguistic and historical study solely intended to supplement from the side of written or inscriptional records the works on archaeology p 9

Research Report R. 2021-03-22

olga sedakova stands out among contemporary russian poets for the integrity erudition intellectual force and moral courage of her writing after
years of flourishing quietly in the late soviet underground she has increasingly brought her considered voice into public debates to speak out for
freedom of belief and for those who have been treated unjustly this volume the first collection of scholarly essays to treat her work in english
assesses her contributions as a poet and as a thinker presenting far reaching accounts of broad themes and patterns of thought across her writings as
well as close readings of individual texts essayists from russia ukraine germany italy and the united states show how sedakova has contributed to
ongoing aesthetic and cultural debates like sedakova s own work the volume affirms the capacity of words to convey meaning and to change our
understanding of life itself the volume also includes dozens of elegant new translations of sedakova s poems

Soviet Research Institutes Project 2003

june and dec issues contain listings of periodicals

English Verse 2019-07-01

this volume provides a lengthy introduction and detailed translation and commentary for the first two tablets of the baal cycle which witnesses to
both the religious worldview of ugarit and many of the formative religious concepts and images in the bible



Semitic and Assyriological Studies 2021-01-25

this is the first biography in any language of comrade prince d s mirsky 1890 1939 who uniquely participated in three distinctive episodes of
modern european culture in late imperial st petersburg he was a poet a student of oriental languages and ancient history and also a guardsofficer
after fighting in world war i and the russian civil war mirsky emigrated taught at london university and became a literary critic and historian
writing prolifically in english and also in russian for the paris centred emigration especially as a leading member of the eurasian movement his
closest literary relationships were with marina tsvetaeva and aleksei remizov and later with maksim gorky in 1926 7 he published a history of
russian literature written in english which remains the standard introduction to the subject while in london he lived in bloomsbury and knew
thewoolfs he also knew t s eliot and was the first russian critic to write about him mirsky became a communist in 1931 and returned to stalin s
moscow the following year becoming a prominent soviet critic and in particular championing boris pasternak in 1937 he was arrested and died in
thegulag this biography draws on much unpublished material including mirsky s nkvd files

New Testament studies (philological, versional, and patristic) 1888

excerpt from epitomes of three sciences comparative philology psychology and old testament history this little book epitomes of three sciences
gives an account of the recent work done in three different fields of modern knowledge viz comparative philology experimental psychology and
old testament history these three sciences have an almost direct bearing upon the religious views of our time in spite of their difference of subject
and the divergence of their authors standpoints this preface is intended to explain in a few words the relation in which comparative philology
experimental psychology and biblical history stand to one another philology treats of language and it is language that has created man and human
society it is speech that distinguishes the soul of man from the souls of brute creation we shall never understand the mystery of man s dignity bis
superiority and dominion over the rest of the animal world upon earth until we have acquired an insight into the growth of the human soul as
mirrored in the evolution of human speech language is not as has been supposed in former times a supernatural phenomenon it is of natural
growth and nothing elucidates this truth more than comparative philology which demonstrates that where at first sight the whims of fanciful
invention or wilful caprice seemed to reign in reality definite laws obtain shaping the development of our speech in all its innumerable phases
and changes the same holds good of psychology about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find
more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally



reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the
original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully
any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

Early Modern Disputations and Dissertations in an Interdisciplinary and European Context 1889

leading scholars provide an overview of current issues in old testament studies

Transactions of the American Philological Association 1860

first published in 1998 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company

Transactions and Proceedings of the American Philological Association 2023-10-23

guo qiyong s edited volume offers a detailed look at research on chinese philosophy published in chinese from 1949 2009 the chapters in this
volume are broken down into either the major themes or time periods in the history of chinese philosophy

Varronianus: a critical and historical introduction to the philological study of the Latin language
1989

list of members included in most vols

Azuma Old Japanese 2011-02-01

this volume celebrates john m najemy and his contributions to the study of florentine and italian renaissance history over the last three decades his
books and articles on florentine politics and political thought have substantially revised the narratives and contours of these fields they have also



provided a framework into which he has woven innovative new threads that have emerged in renaissance social and cultural history presented
by his many students and friends the essays aim to highlight his varied interests and to suggest where they may point for future studies of
florence and indeed beyond amazon com

Verse Form and Meaning in the Poetry of Vladimir Maiakovskii 2014-03

Stepping Forth into the World 1930

Epitomes of Three Sciences 2019-02-12

Philological Studies in Ancient Glass 2010

The Poetry and Poetics of Olga Sedakova 1965

�������� 1994

Monthly Checklist of State Publications 2000



The Ugaritic Baal Cycle 2015-07-26

D.S. Mirsky 1862

Epitomes of Three Sciences 1862

Barnard's American journal of education 1862

American Journal of Education 2004-10

The American Journal of Education 1998

The Face of Old Testament Studies 2018-01-29

Reference Guide to Russian Literature 1885



Studies on Contemporary Chinese Philosophy (1949–2009) 2008

Transactions of the Philological Society 1884

Florence and Beyond

Thirteenth Address of the President to the Philological Society
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